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DUE DILIGENCE THAT

RELIES ON STATIC DATA

IS NOT ADEQUATE IN A

FAST PACED WORLD

Most recently, I led a joint team in
support of a landmark IT deal, spanning
18 countries and involving four
subcontracted suppliers, and integrated
by a well-known fifth outsourcing
provider. Total contract value for this
transaction was just under $1.4 billion. 
 
Mid-way through the deal, my team was
caught flat-footed by some troubling
financial news about one of our leading
candidate suppliers. The client removed
the supplier from the process, and for
commercial reasons wanted them
replaced with another supplier. It
translated into a two-month delay as we
brought the new supplier up to speed. 
 
Our client sponsor, the General Counsel,
was understandably frustrated and
pointedly asked us, and the wider team,
what was broken with our due diligence.
How could we allow a financially
distressed supplier into the process? 
 
My learning, coming out of this tough
conversation, was that traditional due
diligence gets you quickly into a static or
historical view from research houses, or
relying on representations made by the
supplier themselves. It was incredible to
think that in the midst of so much
internet-based reporting, analysis, social
media content, we were stuck in an old-
school 1990’s due diligence paradigm. 
 
Talking with colleagues and clients, I
researched options for leading edge
supplier research and discovered the
term “Supplier Intelligence” and the
company behind it, an innovative shop
called Meronimi. 

A WEEK IN THE LIFE

...in a global law firm based in New York and
London. The lion’s share of my practice relates to
complex, cross-border IT infrastructure and service
transactions.  

I HAVE enjoyed a 23-year career 

serving clients as a Partner...
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Their service, IntelligenceHub, does
just what the name implies. It brings
together vast amounts of real-time,
web-based and social media content,
into a set of configurable dashboards
for efficient consumption and
processing. It also features a set of
analytical tools to support self-led
exploration of topics or themes.  
 
When topics are urgent, iHub sends
you e-mail alerts allowing you to stay
ahead of events, not just react. Using
the platform, iHub for short, I’ve been
impressed with how effective it is in
uncovering facts and events that would
have previously gone unnoticed. In the
last month, iHub has helped my team
identify new suppliers, uncover signs of
emerging risk among other benefits. A
month ago, I extended my use of iHub
to include a suite of dashboards on my
key clients and the key legal and
commercial themes orbiting their
businesses. I have even begun to use
the platform to identify and qualify
potential new client prospects.  
 
Let's take a look at a typical week... 



S O  H E R E 'S  t h e  W E E K . . .

M O N D A Y Morning coffee with iHub scanning my what I call my KCDs (Key Client
Dashboards). Each gives me a pithy combination of web-based news
headlines and curated content from social media. I  already know there are no
'four alarm fires' as I did not receive any e-mail alerts last night or over the
weekend. That means I can focus on bigger picture themes and the actions I
can take to support my clients in their priorities. Great way to generate
confidence in my line of sight; all in about 20 minutes. 
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T U E S D A Y One of my clients asked me to join a roundtable to speak on the topic of
immigration policy and skilled worker visas. In preparing for the event, I  did
some scanning and analysis of my Key Supplier Dashboards (KSDs) for clues
on how they are managing the visas topic in a volatile and shifting political
landscape. Via social media feeds in iHub, I was also able to get a rich sense
of worker sentiment on the topic and discover details of a pending class
action on the same topic. 

W E D N E S D A Y Preparing for an upcoming marketing discussion with Partners in my practice,
I consulted iHub for insight into companies launching initiatives involving
shared services, captive center development, outsourcing or insourcing. Key
word search and content filtering meant an efficient way of identifying four
new target client prospects. IHub’s social media curation picked out for me
several individuals I have good connections to in LinkedIn, so my initial
outreach is straightforward. 

T H U R S D A Y Meeting with a client GC, he asked for my views on a supplier with whom I
was not deeply familiar. iHub supported a quick but surprisingly robust scan
of news headlines, expert blogs, and social. I  was able to share some helpful
insight in my follow-on meeting, covering senior executive changes at the
supplier, several new transactions rumored to be pending, and a possible SEC
investigation.   

F R I D A Y Marathon contract negotiations with a supplier. Their account team claimed
they have very limited capability in an important area of business process
transformation and innovation, which is vital to my client. Quickly opening
iHub and scanning the supplier on these themes, revealed case studies where
the supplier had successfully performed the work for some of their other
clients. Also uncovered two more examples where competing suppliers
showcased these capabilit ies. Helpful leverage. 
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j o i n  o u r  we b i n a r s

For more information and senior networking,

we invite you to join one of our informative

webinars where we demo al l  the key

funct ional i ty of  Intel l igenceHub and

exclusively preview new features.  We wil l

also present a l ively faci l i tated conversat ion

with prominent Chief  Procurement Off icers

on the topic of  the Supply Intel l igence Gap

and why closing i t  matters more than ever .

To register or for more
information, just click

Meronimi Limited All Rights Reserved 
www.meronimi.com

find out more about the difference 

intelligencehub can make to 

your working week...

http://bit.ly/2NZ9loW
https://www.meronimi.com/



